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I.

Introduction

Nominum, Inc. (“Nominum”), by its attorneys, hereby submits these comments in response
to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking adopted in the above-referenced proceeding. 1 Nominum
supports a flexible framework that is grounded in a firm commitment by ISPs to allow
consumers access to the sites and content of their choosing without degradation, impairment, or
blocking. Nominum also supports continuation of transparency to afford consumers clear and
effective disclosure. These elements are widely recognized by consumers, ISPs and others as
essential to preserving a free and open Internet. 2
This flexible framework must also enable reasonable network management, which requires
Internet service providers (“ISPs”) to have substantial discretion, free from crippling doubt, to
improve customer experiences and decide how best to invest and innovate to meet rapidly
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changing threats to the security and safety both of their own networks and operations, and of the
consumers they serve. It should also encourage ISPs to offer tools that empower consumers to
choose, if they wish, to filter content further to restrict what they define as inappropriate, and to
achieve more robust threat protections. The FCC should be mindful of encouraging investment
and innovation by companies like Nominum, which develops and offers high-quality DNSrelated tools that help ISPs manage and optimize their networks from both security and business
perspectives, and provides consumers with more choices and control.
II.

Background on Nominum

Nominum develops Domain Name System (DNS) software and value-added subscriber
facing applications. 3 While the Nominum name may not be well-known to consumers, our DNS
resolvers and applications based upon those resolvers are used by more than 125 ISPs in over 40
countries around the world, including numerous major ISPs in the United States. These resolvers
and applications enhance network performance and provide ISPs’ subscribers a more efficient
and secure experience. More than 500 million subscribers use Nominum DNS software for more
than 1.6 trillion transactions every day. Nominum has over 15 years of experience engaging
with large global ISPs, expertise in networks and DNS, and a strong track record of innovative
thinking about how best to safeguard the network and enhance the subscriber experience.
Security is one of the critical challenges of our time, and Nominum’s history of research,
collaboration and innovation has helped to advance the state of DNS, which has been vital to
improving the level of security for ISPs. Nominum’s data science team conducts research on
DNS data from ISP networks that has been essential to combat DNS DDoS attacks that have
plagued the Internet. Corresponding innovation in DNS server software has resulted in smarter
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servers which automatically protect themselves and the ultimate targets of attacks, and
dynamically adapt in parallel as attacks change. 4
Nominum also provides DNS-based services that assist content delivery networks (CDN) and
ISPs in providing a more efficient delivery of bandwidth-intensive content, such as video and
audio streaming as well as website optimization. It does this by caching content on servers in
various locations throughout the country so the content is closer to the end users.
Further, Nominum develops applications based on DNS technology that help enable ISPs to
protect their networks not only from DDoS attacks, but also from adverse impacts from
malware-like bots. In addition, Nominum provides a suite of offerings that provide consumercontrolled security, messaging, and parental control applications based on DNS technology.
These are normally offered to consumers as options by ISPs worldwide to help protect
consumers from malware, bots, phishing, and other exploits, and to allow families to personalize
their Internet access to manage when and what content is permitted in their homes. These
applications also enable ISPs to communicate operational and administrative status more
effectively with their subscribers. To provide these applications, Nominum provides software to
an ISP that allows individual consumers the ability to filter, monitor, and otherwise control the
operation of the DNS and some web traffic in a scalable manner that does not degrade
performance. In April, Nominum’s N2™ Secure Consumer (formerly known as N2 Engage),
was awarded “Best Commercial Product, Service or Software” by Cablefax. The product was
recognized for its DNS-based subscriber protection against online threats including phishing,
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ransomware, malware and viruses to shield consumers from identity and financial theft, as well
as its parental control capabilities which enable adults to set rules and limit online access for
their kids during homework, bedtime and other family time, etc.
As the above description of Nominum’s services demonstrates, DNS and the opportunities it
presents provide functionalities for ISPs and end-users that go well beyond management and
control of telecommunications service. 5 DNS is essential to operating ISP services. Without
DNS, consumers would be reduced to navigating the Internet via the use of IP addresses.
Further, 97 percent of Internet users in the United States rely on ISP’s to provide DNS resolution
services as deploying these services at an ISP provides superior performance and reduces latency
associated with retrieving content from the Internet. 6 DNS-based services can provide ISPs the
ability to offer consumers a more secure Internet experience and allow ISPs to offer their
subscribers, through consumer controls, the ability to tailor their Internet experience to meet their
needs.
III.

No Blocking and No Throttling Are Key Elements of a Free and Open Internet

In the NPRM, the Commission seeks comment on whether there is a need for rules that
prohibit these activities by ISPs. 7 With regard to no-blocking rule, the Commission states that it
has “repeatedly found the need for a no-blocking rule on principle” and makes clear that “we
oppose blocking lawful material.” 8 The Commission further states that it is “merely seek[ing]
comment on the appropriate means to achieve this outcome consistent with the goals of
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maintaining Internet freedom, maximizing investment, and respecting the rule of law.” 9
Regarding the no-throttling rule, the Commission noted that it mirrors the no-blocking rule but
was a “sufficiently severe and distinct threat” that it warranted a separate rule. The Commission
seeks comment on whether a separate rule for throttling remains necessary. 10
Nominum agrees with ISPs, consumer groups and others that have publicly noted that noblocking and no-throttling are essential elements of a framework that is designed to protect
consumers and assure a free and open Internet remains. 11 As the Commission itself notes, the
no-blocking and no-throttling concepts have been in place since the original formulation of the
“Internet Freedoms” put forward by then-FCC Chairman Michael Powell. 12
Moreover, most ISPs abided by no-blocking and no-throttling even in the absence of such
rules. 13 Nominum, therefore, believes that these concepts, which are important to consumers and
have been part of many ISPs’ policies, whether incorporated in rules or not, must be retained as
part of whatever framework the Commission crafts to ensure a free and open Internet. Nominum
would encourage the Commission to make clear, as the Commission has done in one form or
another since Chairman Powell did so in 2004, and as the Commission does in the NPRM, that it
opposes blocking and throttling of consumers’ access to lawful content.
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IV.

Transparency Protections

In the NPRM, the Commission seeks comment on whether it should retain the transparency
requirements. The Commission notes that its purpose in adopting the rule was to promote
“effective disclosure of ISPs network management practices, performance, and commercial
terms of service to promote competition, innovation, investment, end-user choice and broadband
adoption” and that it still supports these objectives and seeks comment on the best way to
accomplish them. 14 Nominum agrees that clear disclosure helps achieve these objectives and
effective disclosure also can help prevent consumer confusion.
Nominum notes that tools are now available in the marketplace, such as Nominum’s N2
Reach in-browser subscriber communications, that allow ISPs to communicate in an innovative
and timely way with their subscribers, about current network management practices and to
provide timely alerts and information to subscribers concerning changes in service, usage
limitations, billing, and other service-related information. 15 These tools can be extremely
effective in ensuring that consumers better understand the service they are subscribed to and
receive the timely information they need to make informed decisions at relevant moments, such
as about an opportunity to opt-in or out, or about an important safety consideration.
V.

The “Reasonable Network Management” Exception Is Critical to Ensuring that
ISPs Have the Flexibility to be Responsive to Whatever Network Demands Arise

As noted above, Nominum is a provider of a range of DNS-based services to ISPs. Among
the services that Nominum provides are tools that ISPs use to manage their network traffic,
improve content delivery and to provide consumers the opportunity to manage their Internet
experience. In the NPRM, the Commission seeks comment on whether the reasonable network
14
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management exception should be retained and if so whether it should be modified to eliminate
the restriction adopted in 2015 that narrowed the 2010 exception by expressly limiting the
applicability of the exception to technical management justifications rather than other business
justifications. 16 Additionally, the Commission seeks comment on whether the case-by-case
approach to evaluating reasonable network management practices should continue to be
followed. 17
Reasonable network management is a concept the Commission has recognized since the
inception of the Internet Freedom principles in 2004. 18 The balance the Commission has sought
to strike over the last thirteen years is to provide the parameters of what is reasonable so
consumers can continue to enjoy the Internet as they have come to expect it, while providing the
ISPs with the flexibility to experiment and innovate as they reasonably manage their networks. 19
Nominum urges the Commission to continue to strive to achieve this balance. The 2012
formulation of the rule, which defined a reasonable network management practice as a practice
that “is primarily used for and tailored to achieving a legitimate network management practice
taking into account the particular network architecture and technology of the broadband Internet
access service” afforded ISPs greater flexibility to experiment and innovate than the current
formulation that explicitly limits the application of the exception to “technical network
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management justifications.” 20 There are justifications other than technical management that
should be permissible for ISPs to pursue to help further innovation in network management. For
example, Nominum and others continue to develop products and services that ISPs can deploy to
enhance their subscribers’ experiences or provide a better network experience. 21
The Commission’s guidance in both the 2010 and 2015 orders stating that “a network
management practice is more likely to be found reasonable if it is transparent, and either allows
the end user to control it or is application-agnostic” should be more assertive. As Nominum’s
products demonstrate, ISPs can incorporate services into their broadband offerings that provide a
more secure and efficient Internet experience for their end users and offer their end users
products that allow them the ability to exercise greater control over that experience. Moreover,
there are tools ISPs can utilize that allow them to effectively communicate with their end users in
real-time. The Commission should state that these tools are of the kind the Commission seeks to
encourage as part of the reasonable network management exception. 22 Such a change would
empower ISPs to innovate and provide opportunities for greater consumer control. It would
encourage research and investment in new and better products and services involving DNS and
other technologies that benefit consumers and ISPs, rather than potentially chilling such
investment due to regulatory uncertainty and risk. It is also vital in an environment with agile
threat actors and rapidly changing attacks that the risk of regulatory second-guessing not inhibit
ISPs from exercising reasonable discretion, innovating, making rapid decisions, and taking
decisive action to meet these challenges.
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VI.

Conclusion

Nominum appreciates this opportunity to share its perspective on these issues with the
Commission and the public. In reassessing the framework for ensuring a free and open Internet
continues to thrive, Nominum supports the broad goals set out by the Commission to ensure
consumer protections and afford ISPs the flexibility to innovate. By continuing to support a
framework that protects against blocking and throttling and adopts a transparency regime that
provides meaningful disclosure, the Commission can help ensure that consumers are able to
experience the Internet consistent with their expectations and with a clear understanding of how
their ISPs can assist them in achieving that experience.
The Commission also can ensure that the Internet remains a vibrant and more secure engine
for economic opportunity by providing a flexible framework when it comes to reasonable
network management practices. ISPs and the ecosystem of vendors need the certainty to invest
in developing new and innovation solutions that enhance the subscriber’s experience, provide
better security, and place more choices in the hands of subscribers.
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